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By Mark Olly, John Aspin

John Hunt Publishing. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The Disappearing Ninth
Legion: A Popular History, Mark Olly, John Aspin, The Disappearing Ninth Legion puts this
mysterious Roman legion firmly back on the historic map. A great deal of fiction and conjecture
has appeared in books, films, and on the internet, but this book draws on actual historical and up-
to-date archaeological information to paint a picture of the real legion as it was, its development,
expansion, structure, assignments under the Caesars and the Roman Empire, its supposed
disappearance from York, then further evidence for its survival in Europe, the East, and possibly
even China, as the mighty world of the Romans gradually fell apart. Was the legion simply broken
up and re-assigned or do they still march the moorlands and streets of Eastern Britain, a lost
ghostly army cursed and vanquished by the Druids and Celts? It's all here written and presented in
an easy and non-technical way by one of Britain's best up-and-coming story tellers and presenters.
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These types of publication is the greatest publication available. It really is filled with knowledge and wisdom Once you begin to read the book, it is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Pr of . Lenna  B ea tty III--  Pr of . Lenna  B ea tty III

This kind of pdf is almost everything and made me seeking forward and much more. It is actually packed with wisdom and knowledge You will not really
feel monotony at whenever you want of your own time (that's what catalogs are for about when you question me).
-- Ma r tina  Ma g g io-- Ma r tina  Ma g g io
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